
Stove top fire suppression saves holidays at apartments 
 
Residents of a Minnesota apartment complex recently had their holidays saved by a stove 
top fire suppression device. A late November kitchen fire was put out by the automatic 
stove top fire extinguisher preventing injuries as well as extensive damage.  
 

 

In many cases, stovetop fires engulf apartment units and spread smoke and fire to other residences, 
leading to a fire department water or foam response, which adds to the damage totals. Too often, 
injuries and death are also a result. 
  
With a stovetop fire suppression device, fire damage can be contained to a very localized area around 
the initial blaze—typically scorched cabinets and damaged appliances. In a Kansas stovetop fire earlier 
this year, though cabinets were damaged, the stove was charred and the window blinds melted, the 
fire was contained and the residents were even able to remain in the home that night. That 
containment was attributed to a stovetop fire suppression device installed in all apartments in the 
multiunit residential building by the apartment building owner. 
  
As a result of that success, the property management company decided to install the fire extinguishers 
in all of its apartment complexes nationwide. Additionally, some municipalities now require installation 
of residential stove fire extinguishers. 
  
A demonstration video of grease fires and the effectiveness of the stovetop fire stop can be seen 
here: http://www.stovetopfirestop.com/2014/11/video/wfmy-tv-greensboro-nc. The beauty of these 
devices is their effectiveness if the fire starts and escalates before being noticed or when the people 
who are cooking are not able to cover or otherwise put out the fire. 
  
The devices are typically small, low-profile canisters that pop open under certain heat conditions met 
by stovetop fires. The open canister deploys a powder flame suppressant. They commonly run about 
$50 for a pair, which covers a standard stovetop. There are discounts available for quantity 
purchasing. The investment is tiny compared to the average monetary loss in an apartment fire and 
the risk of injury or death. 
  
In addition, some insurance companies may offer a discount off of the property premium for the 
installation of these devices (which simply attach by a magnet and require no batteries), which makes 
them an investment that pays back in a short period of time! 
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